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Abstract

Education spending has been shown to increase student achievement and
break the cycle of poverty. I argue, however, that local school board members
in the U.S. are electorally incentivized to invest resources in some schools
and students more than others. Specifically, I argue that school spending
can boost vote shares for incumbent school board members, and that school
board members will allocate resources strategically, prioritizing schools lo-
cated in neighborhoods of their district where spending will maximize their
vote share. I test this argument using data from a discretionary school mod-
ernization program in the Los Angeles Unified School District, and find that
board members distribute resources to schools in competitive and moderately
supportive neighborhoods while excluding schools in overwhelmingly opposed
and supportive areas. The results suggest that local democratic control of
school boards can hinder education equality.
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Local school boards are one of the most common and consequential forms of government

in the United States. Today, there are more than 13,000 school boards with almost 90,000

elected members. They oversee K-12 education for 50 million students each year, and account

for about 10% of all government spending. Local boards have wide latitude in dividing-the-

dollar among schools in their district (Roza and Anderson 2020), and their choices over

“which schools gets what” can have direct effects on student performance and later-life

outcomes. Specifically, students attending well-funded schools have higher test scores than

those at schools with fewer resources (Abott et al. 2020; Holden 2016; Jackson, Wigger, and

Xiong 2021). School spending also reduces adult poverty and incarceration rates among

children who grow up poor (e.g., Johnson and Jackson 2019), suggesting that well-funded

schools are indeed the “great equalizer.”

I argue, however, that school board members are electorally incentivized to invest re-

sources in some schools and students more than others. I make two claims. First, school

spending can boost vote shares for incumbent school board members, primarily through its

effects on observable outcomes such as student achievement and neighborhood home values.

Second, school board members will allocate resources strategically, prioritizing schools lo-

cated in neighborhoods of their district where spending will maximize their vote share (Cox

and McCubbins 1986; Dixit and Londregan 1996). In other words, they will prioritize schools

where spending will be most electorally beneficial. Consequently, some schools will receive

more resources than others — and some students will have greater opportunity for academic

success than others.

I test this argument using data from a discretionary school modernization program in

the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), the second largest public school system

in the country.1 Since 1997, voters in the LAUSD have passed over $20 billion in bonds to

repair and upgrade public schools in the district. While most of these funds are allocated to

schools on a formula-basis, elected LAUSD board members also set aside a portion of these

1In 2021-2022, the LAUSD’s $20 billion budget was larger than 18 state budgets.
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funds to distribute to schools of their own choosing. Under this program — known as the

Board Member Priority (BMP) Projects program — school board members have purchased

laptops for students, upgraded classroom internet access and furniture, built new stadiums

and auditoriums, installed new roofing, and more. Over the nine academic years included in

my analysis, board members spent $21 million in BMP funds.

Drawing on theory from a large, cross-national literature on distributive politics (Golden

and Min 2013), I examine whether school board members allocate BMP spending to schools

located in core, swing, or opposition neighborhoods, and whether these effects vary by the

electoral calendar. To do so, I combine detailed data on BMP spending from 2011 to 2020

with precinct-level school board election returns aggregated to school attendance zones. The

BMP program is well-suited to test my argument because it is discretionary, meaning that the

allocation of funding is isolated from the influence of other political actors, including other

board members and school administrators. The program therefore allows me to observe how

individual board members choose to distribute resources across the schools they represent

when given the chance to do so.

The results indicate a concave relationship between voter support and BMP spending.

School board members are especially likely to award funding to schools located in electorally

competitive and moderately supportive neighborhoods of their district, suggesting that they

use school spending as a way to persuade pivotal voters and and firm-up weak supporters.

Indeed, the likelihood of receiving BMP spending peaks at 55% support and declines as

support grows further. Schools in areas overwhelmingly opposed or supportive of the board

member are therefore largely excluded. These patterns of distribution are also concentrated

three and four year school years prior to the next election, indicating that board members

time their investments so as to maximize the gradual impacts of spending in time for the

next election. Combined, these results affirm the expectation that school board members

allocate resources strategically and unequally for electoral reasons, leaving some schools and

students with more resources than others.
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This paper applies a fundamental question of politics — “who gets what” (Lasswell 1936)

— to school boards, and to my knowledge, is the very first to do so. Though previous work

on local education policy has analyzed district-level outcomes, including racial and ethnic

diversity in hiring (Leal, Martinez-Ebers, and Meier 2004; Meier et al. 2005; Ross, Rouse,

and Bratton 2010) and teacher pay (Anzia 2011), the use of school-level data allows for the

first analysis of which schools and students board members prioritize in the policymaking

process. The findings suggest that local democratic control of school boards may hinder

education equality.

The Electoral Incentives of School Board Members

K-12 education serves many purposes. It promotes emotional and social growth, fosters

civic duty and good citizenship, and builds a skilled workforce. The primary goal of K-12

education, however, is to improve academic learning outcomes. Along these lines, the LAUSD

defines their mission as “to educate L.A.’s youth, [and] ensure academic achievement.”2 A

recent statement published by the San Francisco Board of Education puts it even more

bluntly, stating that school systems “do not exist to have great buildings, happy parents,

balanced budgets, [or] satisfied teachers.”3 Rather, they “exist for one reason and one reason

only: to improve student outcomes.”

But the expressed and revealed priorities of those elected to local school boards often

do not reflect these goals. For example, just 30% of California school board members rank

improving student learning as their first priority (Flavin and Hartney 2017). Likewise, the

school board in Arlington, VA spent just 10% of their meeting time in 2021-2022 discussing

student achievement (Arlington Parents for Education 2022). Scholars suggest that who

votes in school board elections, and how people vote, is the primary explanation why.

For starters, students cannot vote. They are most directly affected by the policies put in

2https://achieve.lausd.net/strategies
3https://shorturl.at/fho49
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place by school board members, but they cannot hold them accountable for their decisions —

good or bad. Instead, adults must do so on their behalf. School-board voters, however, tend

to be unrepresentative of students. Organized interests, particularly teachers’ unions, form

a much larger share of the electorate in these elections than they do in national elections

(Anzia 2014; Moe 2006; but see Kogan, Lavertu, and Peskowitz 2018).4 Unsurprisingly

then, candidates with support from teachers’ unions get a significant electoral boost, even

exceeding that provided by incumbency (Hartney 2022; Moe 2006). Consequently, policy

often reflects union interests (Anzia 2011; Hartney and Finger 2022).

In addition, about 55-60% of school-board voters do not have a school-aged child (Kogan,

Lavertu, and Peskowitz 2021). The largest bloc of voters in school board elections are elderly

voters, who make up about 20-40% more of the electorate in school board races than they

do in presidential elections (Kogan, Lavertu, and Peskowitz 2018). These voters do not

demographically resemble the students that schools educate, either (Kogan, Lavertu, and

Peskowitz 2021). In fact, most majority non-white school districts have majority white

electorates.

School board members are also rarely punished at the polls for poor student performance

(Berry and Howell 2007; Kogan, Lavertu, and Peskowitz 2016; but see Holbein 2016). This

lack of electoral accountability may well reflect the composition of the electorate, since

students interests appear poorly represented. But when students are better represented,

test scores do appear to affect support for incumbents. In particular, declining test scores

decrease incumbent support in on-cycle school board elections where parents tend to comprise

a larger share of the electorate (Payson 2017). However, because only 25% of school board

elections in the U.S. are held on-cycle, accountability for student outcomes is much more the

exception than the rule.

Collectively, these patterns are consistent with the conventional wisdom in political sci-

ence that school board members face limited electoral incentives to invest in schools and

4This may also be one reason why teachers fare best in school board elections (Atkeson and Hamel 2020).
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student learning (Chubb and Moe 1990; Kogan 2022). For the purposes of this paper, they

suggest that school board members lack incentives to spend more money on schools. Simply

put, failing to do so is unlikely to affect their prospects for re-election. I argue, however,

that school board members are electorally incentivized to invest in schools and students —

but only some schools and students. In support of this argument, I make two claims: (1)

investing money in schools can help school board members win re-election; and (2) school

board members will prioritize spending on schools located in neighborhoods where spending

will be most electorally impactful, while ignoring others.

How Spending Affects Vote Share

Empirical research routinely finds a link between government spending and incumbent vote

shares in the U.S. (Grimmer, Messing, and Westwood 2012; Kriner and Reeves 2012; Lazarus

and Reilly 2010; Levitt and Snyder 1997). Theoretically, spending is thought to help politi-

cians cultivate a personal vote based on their performance in office rather than their parti-

sanship (Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina 1987; Mayhew 1974).

To date, no one has examined whether school spending increases vote shares for incum-

bent school board members. There is reason to think that it should though, given wide

support in the American public for school spending. About 72% support increasing edu-

cation spending, higher than support for increased spending in any other policy area (Pew

Research Center 2019). Even older voters without children in the school system support

local investment in schools (Brunner and Balsdon 2004; Harris, Evans, and Schwab 2001;

Hilber and Mayer 2009). Voters may therefore reward board members with their support

for investing more money into their neighborhood schools.5

In line with models of retrospective voting (e.g., Fiorina 1978; Kiewiet and Rivers 1984),

voters could also reward school board members for the effects of school spending. That is,

5On the other hand, school board electorates tend to be overwhelmingly white (Kogan, Lavertu, and
Peskowitz 2021), and whites are about 18 percentage points less supportive of education spending than are
Blacks and Hispanics (West, Henderson, and Peterson 2012).
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school board members may benefit from investing in schools even if voters do not reward them

for spending itself, but instead evaluate them on outcomes affected by school spending.6 The

literature points to two ways that school spending may influence election outcomes indirectly:

student test scores and home values.

First, as noted earlier, school spending tends to improve student learning outcomes

(Abott et al. 2020; Gigliotti and Sorensen 2018; Holden 2016; Jackson, Wigger, and Xiong

2021; Kreisman and Steinberg 2019). These effects unfold over time; for example, Great-

Recession era cuts to school funding show a noticeable decrease in test scores beginning in

2013 (Jackson, Wigger, and Xiong 2021; see also Abott et al. 2020; Rauscher 2020). For some

share of the electorate — e.g., parents — school spending could influence voting behavior

because it promotes academic success.7

Second, school spending increases neighborhood home values (Bayer, Blair, and Whaley

2021; Cellini, Ferreira, and Rothstein 2010; Lafortune and Schönholzer 2021; Neilson and

Zimmerman 2014). Cellini, Ferreira, and Rothstein (2010) show that capital spending in-

creases home values by about 6% after three years, with effects continuing to grow in size

before peaking in magnitude five and six years later. In a nationwide analysis of operational

and capital school spending, Bayer, Blair, and Whaley (2021) find substantial elasticity be-

tween spending and home values. At least partially, these effects work through improvements

in student performance (Black 1999).

Home values are a notably salient issue in local politics, especially among the types of

votes (e.g., elderly) pivotal in school board elections (Einstein, Glick, and Palmer 2019).8

Unsurprisingly then, scholars have also shown that voters routinely vote in ways that protect

their home values in these elections (Brunner, Sonstelie, and Thayer 2001; Dehring, Depken

6Oliver (2012) contends that while few vote local elections, those that do tend to be the most interested,
engaged, and informed about politics and tend to vote primarily on the basis of local issues. Voters are thus
likely aware enough about local conditions to behave in this way.

7Parents are highly informed about the quality of neighborhood schools (Chingos, Henderson, and West
2012).

8Homeowners are especially informed about local candidates and issues, and are also more likely to
participate than non-homeowners (Hall and Yoder 2022; Oliver and Ha 2007).
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II, and Ward 2008). These effects suggest that through increased home prices, incumbent

board members can benefit from investing in schools even as most school-board voters care

little about students, and their performance or interests.

While there are clear electoral reasons for school board members to invest in schools,

what matters most is whether they believe that school spending can help them win votes

in the next election. Writing about members of Congress, Mayhew (1974, 57) notes: “How

much particularized benefits count for at the polls is extraordinarily difficult to say, but it

will be hard to find a Congressman who thinks he can afford to wait around until precise

information is available. The lore is that they count.” The question is not so much whether

elected officials will deliver spending to their constituents, but which constituents will benefit

from it.

How Elected Officials Allocate Spending

Elected officials seek to maximize their vote share. Their challenge is that not every voter

will be equally responsive to spending: some voters may reward elected officials for spending

with their vote, while others may not. In federal politics, it seems unlikely that a stead-

fast Republican (Democrat) would back an incumbent Democratic (Republican) member of

Congress just because of government spending delivered to their community. In the school

board context, charter school supporters likely won’t back an incumbent after they invest

more resources in the public school system, even if those resources improve their home val-

ues. Thus, rather than distribute spending indiscriminately, electorally-motivated must focus

spending where it will be most effective at increasing support. But beyond seeing opposition

voters as foolish targets for spending, scholars disagree on how exactly incumbents should

allocate spending.

One view suggests that incumbents should prioritize “on-the-fence” swing voters (Dixit

and Londregan 1996; Lindbeck and Weibull 1987). Because these voters are ideologically

indifferent, they may be most likely to choose candidates on the basis of spending. It may
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also not take very much spending to win their support. Moreover, unlike core supporters,

swing voters can credibly threaten to vote for the opposition in the absence of spending

(Stokes 2005). In this account, elected officials use government resources to expand their

electoral coalition.

An alternative perspective predicts that elected officials will channel benefits toward their

core supporters (Cox and McCubbins 1986). Here, government spending is seen as a way

of retaining existing support. The model considers targeting fickle swing voters as too risky

because it may often result in wasting resources on unresponsive voters. Spending can also

motivate turnout among those ideologically predisposed to back the incumbent (Chen 2013;

Cox 2010; Nichter 2008).9

Whether incumbents pursue electorally-motivated targeting could also depend on when

the next election is. Voters tend to care most about recent performance (Huber, Hill, and

Lenz 2012). Consequently, elected officials tend to increase government spending during

an election year (Brender and Drazen 2005; Persson and Tabellini 2003; Tufte 1978). The

implication is that when elected officials target swing or core votes should vary by the

electoral calendar. Along these lines, Kriner and Reeves (2015) find that presidents are

especially likely to distribute federal spending to swing voters during election years.

Government spending could affect voting behavior through its effects on observable con-

ditions, but whether election-year investments will prove electorally useful will depend on

whether elected officials are able to manipulate those conditions in time for the election

(Drazen 2008; Tufte 1978). As noted in the previous section, the effects of school spending

on home values and achievement are not immediately observable, and grow in size over time.

Thus, if school board members want to maximize support and view spending’s effects as the

9Some empirical papers conclude in favor of the swing voter model (Bickers and Stein 1996; Dynes 2020;
Herron and Theodos 2004; Stein and Bickers 1994), while others are more consistent with core voter targeting
(Balla et al. 2002; Kriner and Reeves 2015; Larcinese, Rizzo, and Testa 2006; Levitt and Snyder 1995). Each
notably provides an indirect test of theory because they examine how electorally security affects which
incumbents bring more money back to their districts, rather than how incumbents allocate spending across
voters in their district. Even if incumbents in swing districts procure more federal dollars, they may still
distribute those dollars to their core supporters (see Cox 2010; Golden and Min 2013 for an overview of this
problem.
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primary way to do so, they may actually pursue targeted spending strategies well before the

next election in hopes that its effects will be near-fully realized by Election Day.

My analysis tests whether board members target swing voters, core voters, or opposition

voters with school spending, and whether these effects depend on the amount of time till the

next election. Before proceeding to the data and analysis, I detail the empirical context of

my study: the LAUSD Board Member Priority Project program.

LAUSD Board Member Priority Projects

Public elementary and secondary schools in the U.S. are in poor condition. More than half

of all public schools in the U.S. need at least one major facility repair (Alexander and Lewis

2014), and in 2017, the American Society of Civil Engineers gave public K-12 infrastructure

a quality grade of D+ (American Society of Civil Engineers 2017).

Public schools in LAUSD — the second largest public school system in the country,

currently serving about 565,000 students per year — are particularly run-down. LAUSD

students currently attend schools that are almost 70 years old on average; nationally, the

average school is about 45 years old (National Center for Education Statistics 2014). Class-

rooms are often overcrowded, with double the number of students to desks; many facilities

lack adequate restrooms, and classroom temperatures often exceed 90 degrees Fahrenheit

(Fuller et al. 2009; Terzian 1990).

In response, LAUSD voters passed a series of board-proposed bond measures to repair

and modernize public schools. The bonds provide for capital spending to build new schools,

and upgrade existing schools by addressing deteriorating and outdated conditions.10 Bond

efforts to modernize existing schools are focused primarily on schools that are at least 50

years old. In total, over $20 billion has been approved and spent since 1997.

Most modernization funds are allocated by unelected school administrators on a formula-

10Thus far, research suggests that bond spending devoted to building new schools effectively reduced
overcrowding and improved student learning outcomes (Lafortune and Schönholzer 2021).
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basis. However, elected LAUSD board members also set aside a small portion of the bond

money to spend at their own discretion. These projects — called the Board Member Priority

(BMP) Projects — are meant to address school needs that would otherwise go unaddressed.11

Two board members echo these goals in public comments about the BMP program (Clough

2014):

“The projects that we have funded for my board district are primarily projects
that would never get funded otherwise.” -Tamar Galatzan, Board District 3,
2007-2015

“I would trade in my [priority funds] if the district would give me the needs of
all my schools.” -Mónica Garćıa, Board District 2, 2006-2022

Board members have complete control over how their BMP funds are spent, and the

process in place for spending those funds allows board members to “cut through red tape

and directly help a school fast.”12 While the citizen-run Bond Oversight Committee (BOC)

provides feedback on proposed BMP projects, they are unable to unilaterally prevent a

board member from distributing BMP funds. Furthermore, proposed projects are rarely if

ever discussed or debated among school board members. Commenting on the lack of debate

about BMP spending among board members, Galatzan notes that “board members respect

the process that has been created.”

Given these features, the BMP program is an ideal testing-ground for my argument

because it is a discretionary program where board members can allocate funds to whichever

schools they would like. That is, no needs-based standard must be met. Further, they do not

need to build a majority-coalition on the school board in support of the proposal (Evans 1994;

Lee 2000, 2003), and they need not worry about the preferences of unelected bureaucrats

(Bertelli and Grose 2011; Hammond and Rosenstiel 2020; Napolio 2021). The BMP program

11Funds are not equally divided between board districts, but rather by student enrollment. Funds are
assigned to the district, not particular board members. If a board member spends down their district fund,
a majority of board members would need to approve an additional allocation from the bond fund.

12Funds may be awarded following an open call for applications from district schools, but board members
may also initiate awards on their own. Unfortunately, data on how projects originate is not available.
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therefore allows for a clean analysis of how individual board members choose to allocate

school resources, and in particular, whether electoral incentives shape those decisions.

Data

My analysis draws on two pieces of data: (1) information about which schools received

BMP spending, and how much, in each school year; and (2) a measure of voter support for

incumbent board members at each school. Below I describe the data and measures used in

the analysis.

Election Results

I collected precinct-level LAUSD school board elections results for all elections from 2009

through 2019. LAUSD elections are non-partisan, and held every two years for a subset of

districts, meaning that board members serve four-year terms.13 Board members are eligible

to serve up to three terms. From 2009 through 2019, 19 individuals were elected to the

school board, and 87% of the 15 members eligible to seek re-election did so. Board members

are elected via a multi-candidate primary election held in March, with elections where no

candidate receives at least 50% of the vote moving to a June run-off featuring the top two

candidates from the March primary.

I use election returns from the March primary. For one, every board member participates

in the March election.14 Second, support in the March primary election offers a measure

of the board member’s “true” initial support level. In other words, the March primary

results give elected officials the strongest indication of their level of support and opposition

throughout their district as it stands before many voters are forced into supporting their

second, third, or even fourth choice candidate.

13Districts 2, 4, and 6 voted in 2009, 2013, and 2017. Districts 1, 3, 5, and 7 voted in 2011 and 2015.
Special elections in Districts 1 and 5 were held in 2014 and 2019, respectively.

14About half of LAUSD board elections during this time period advanced to a run-off.
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Of interest in this paper is whether school board members deliver BMP funds to particular

schools on the basis of their past electoral support. Of course, schools do not vote, but citizens

residing near schools do. I therefore place each voting precinct into a school attendance

zone, and combine votes cast across precincts but within school zone boundaries.15 School

attendance zones are the geographic boundaries that define that set of students who can

attend each school. Votes cast within each school attendance zone therefore represent the

votes of those living within that school zone.16 Where precincts cross several school zone

boundaries (but not school board districts), I allocate precinct votes to school areas by the

share of the precinct land area that overlaps with the school zone land area. Figure A1

illustrates this process.

I calculate the board member’s vote share at each school as the board member’s share

of votes cast between the board member and the largest, or next largest, vote-getter at the

school. That is, if the board member finished third in particular school zone, I divide their

vote count by the sum of their vote count and the first place candidate at that school. I

do this because vote shares decrease mechanically as the number of candidates increases;

receiving 30% of the vote in a two-candidate race reflects an uncompetitive race and a poor

electoral performance, while the same 30% in a four-candidate race likely signals a much more

competitive election. On average over this time period, elections featured four candidates.

My two-candidate measure therefore ensures comparability across districts even as districts

vary in the number of candidates on the ballot.17 On average, candidates received about

61% support districtwide; the average within-district standard deviation in voter support,

15I repeated this process for every school and election year combination to account for changes in school
zone boundaries from year to year. School zone boundaries may change for a variety of reasons, including
population shifts and the opening and closing of other schools. Significant changes, however, are rare,
meaning that election results are typically the same across school years within a board member’s four-year
term in office.

16Excluded from this study are charter schools (LAUSD-affiliated and LAUSD-unaffiliated) and magnet
schools. These schools do not have geographic-based restrictions on attendance.

17An alternative way to measure support is with the board member’s margin of victory (or loss) relative
to the largest, or next-largest, vote-getter in the school zone. This approach uses each candidate’s share of
the vote inclusive all candidates. Results using the margin of victory are available in Table A1. They are
substantively and statistically similar.
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however, is about 8 percentage points, suggesting that board members often fare better in

some parts of their district than others. My analysis will leverage that variation.

BMP Spending

I collected information on every BMP award made between the 2011-2012 through 2019-

2020 school years from the LAUSD BOC. For each project, the BOC reports the name of

the school receiving the project, a brief description of the project, and the amount of money

allocated by the board member for the project.18 I aggregate BMP spending by school and

school year, summing the amount of BMP funds allocated when schools received more than

one project in a given school year.19 Schools that received no BMP spending in a given

school year were coded as such.

From 2011-2012 to 2019-2020, $21 million across 533 projects was spent. After dropping

those made to schools not included in the election dataset (i.e., charter and magnet schools

that lack attendance boundaries), I am left with 415 projects summing to $16.8 million. As

noted, projects are meant to upgrade or renovate school facilities or otherwise improve the

classroom and learning experience for students. Projects address a range of school needs.

For descriptive purposes, I categorize each project into either (1) technology; (2) interior;

(3) exterior; and (4) other upgrades. As shown in Figure A2, over two-thirds of funds

went to computing/technology and exterior facility upgrades, such as new computers, a new

electronic marquee sign, and new lunch area shade structures or playground equipment.

While a significant share of projects were allocated for safety and security upgrades (e.g.

new video surveillance systems), these projects cost much less on average.

18The data give the amount of project funding allocated, rather than spending. Funding measures, unlike
spending measures, are more likely to reflect the efforts and wishes of elected officials, rather than subsequent
decisions about implementation made by downstream actors (Hammond and Rosenstiel 2020).

19Some BMP projects are joint-funded with other programs, such as the LDP program described at the
end of the paper. In these cases, the data fortunately always report how much of the total funding amount
came from each program. Other projects were reported as omnibus allocations, with one dollar provided for
several schools. In these cases, I divide the dollar amount by the number of schools. Table A2 reports the
main results with joint-funded projects excluded, and in models with the amount of BMP spending as the
outcome variable, with projects with estimated budgets excluded. The results do not change.
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Figure 1: Share of Schools Receiving BMP Projects by District and School Year

(a) District 1 (b) District 2 (c) District 3

(d) District 4 (e) District 5 (f) District 6

(g) District 7

Only about 45% schools received BMP money over nine academic years under study.

Put another way, over an almost decade long period, more than half of all LAUSD public

schools never received a dollar in BMP funds from their board member. Further, there is

considerable variation within districts from school year to school year. Figure 1 plots the

share of schools receiving at least one project by school year and district. A handful of

exceptions notwithstanding (e.g., 2012-2013 for District 1), it is much more common that

very few schools, or sometimes no schools, receive a project than it is for most schools to

receive a project. Aggregating these shares across districts, just 8% of schools received at
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least one project in a given school year on average. School board members clearly do not

distribute BMP spending universally to schools in their district. My argument predicts that

variation in voter support explains which schools do and do not receive funding.

Additional Variables

Factors other than electoral politics may also explain the allocation of BMP funds, and I

control for several of these in my analysis. For starters, as noted before, the BMP program is

part of modernization efforts focused on the districts oldest schools, and especially those at

least 50 years old. BMP funds should therefore go to the oldest schools, all else equal. The

LAUSD website provides information on the year each school facility opened. I calculate the

age of each school in years as of each academic year.

School board members could also use these funds to help the most socioeconomically

disadvantaged students. To measure the demographic profile of each school, I use annual

data from the California Department of Education on the percentage of students who are

white and the percentage of students eligible for free and reduced lunch.20 On average,

77.53% of students are eligible for free or reduced lunch and 11.48% of students are white.

Finally, school board members may also pursue private interests while awarding BMP

funds. Along these lines, Billings et al. (2022) show how home values tend to rise in the

neighborhood of school board election winners. I collected home addresses for each school

board member and identified which school zones they themselves reside in, as well as each

neighboring school zone. These variables also help to rule out alternative explanations for

the effects of vote share on BMP spending. For instance, if I find evidence of core voter

targeting, this could simply reflect board members pursuing private interests rather than

their electoral interests since candidates for office tend to fare best where they live (Key

1949; Lewis-Beck and Rice 1983).

20https://www.cde.ca.gov/ds/ad/downloadabledata.asp
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Research Design

I estimate an equation of the following form:

BMPijk = β1Vote Shareijl + β2Vote Share2ijl + β3Xijk + θjl + αk + εijk (1)

where BMPijk is either (1) an indicator for whether school i in district j received at least

one BMP project in school year k ; or (2) the log-transformed sum of all BMP funds school

i in district j received in school year k.21 Vote Shareijl is the board member’s share of vote

at school i in district j in election l. Vote Share2ijl is the board member’s squared share of

vote at school i in district j in election l. Xijk includes the additional variables described

above, as well as dummy variables for the school’s grade-level (elementary, middle, or high

school).22

Significant coefficients on β1 and β2 would suggest that school board members allocate

resources strategically, and therefore that some schools and students receive more investment

than others on the basis of voter support. The direction and size of the coefficients tell us

whether schools in core, swing, or opposition neighborhoods are the primary beneficiaries of

this targeting.

For example, a positive β1 and a negative β2 would suggest that board members allo-

cate BMP spending to more supportive schools, but that these positive effects attenuate at

particularly high levels of support. The size of the coefficients reveal where exactly (e.g., at

50% or 55%, etc.) the propensity to allocate spending decreases as support increases. On

the other hand, positive β1 and β2 terms would suggest that board members are particularly

likely to allocate BMP projects to the most supportive schools, indicating support for the

core voter model.

21I use logistic regression for (1) and OLS regression for (2). I estimate (1) using OLS in Table A3. The
results are the same.

22Following others in the distributive politics literature, I control for logged school enrollment rather than
standardize spending measures by enrollment (Berry, Burden, and Howell 2010; Kriner and Reeves 2015).
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θjl are district-election year fixed effects.23 These fixed effects mean that the estimates

indicate whether schools that gave more support to the board member were more likely to

receive BMP spending, relative to similar schools in the same district that gave less support

to the same board member in the same election cycle. The specification implicitly estimates

one regression for each district-election cycle combination; the coefficients of interest β1 and

β2 are a weighted average of these within-district, election regressions. Districts with little

to no variation in electoral support across schools within the district will have little to no

influence on the estimates. This set-up means that for the estimates to be biased, there must

be unobserved factors correlated with spending and vote share that also vary across schools

within a board district.24

Results

Table 1 presents the main results. Columns (1) and (3) show the results without control

variables (but with the fixed effects), while Columns (2) and (4) report the fully-specified

model described above. Across every specification, I find a concave relationship between vote

share and BMP spending. That is, board members reward schools that provided greater

electoral support in the previous election to a point. Indeed, the negative quadratic vote

share coefficient suggests that the positive effect of vote share on BMP spending attenuates

in substantive magnitude as vote share increases and reverses at especially high values of

support. More concretely, the coefficients suggest that after 54.64% support, BMP spending

decreases.25

Figure 2 uses the estimates from Column (2) in Table 1 and plots the predicted probability

23αk are school year fixed effects, accounting for common, across-district shocks in BMP spending over
time.

24Standard errors are clustered by grade-school-election. This is because vote shares are constant at the
school-election cycle level, except where there are changes in school zone boundaries from school year-to-
school year within an election cycle. I cluster by grade-school-election, rather than school-election, because
the LAUSD includes span schools — those with grades K-12 — and though all grades (i.e., elementary,
middle, and high school) are served at the same school site, school boundaries, and therefore vote shares,
vary by grade.

25Calculated by (-0.0767536)/(2×-0.0007023).
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Table 1: Effects of Vote Share on BMP Spending

DV: Received BMP Project DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Vote Share 0.057∗ 0.077∗∗ 0.039∗ 0.046∗∗

(0.027) (0.029) (0.018) (0.018)

Vote Share2 -0.0005+ -0.001∗ -0.0003∗ -0.0004∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)

School Age 0.004∗ 0.002+

(0.002) (0.001)

% White -0.001 -0.0002
(0.006) (0.005)

% Free/Reduced Lunch 0.001 0.001
(0.004) (0.004)

ln(Enrollment) 0.419∗∗ 0.197∗∗

(0.126) (0.067)

High School -0.783∗∗ -0.294∗

(0.249) (0.138)

Middle School -0.806∗∗∗ -0.380∗∗∗

(0.198) (0.103)

Zone Resident 0.682∗ 0.424
(0.292) (0.269)

Zone Neighbor 0.079 0.049
(0.194) (0.124)

District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3

School Year FEs 3 3 3 3

Observations 4,798 4,794 4,871 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.175 0.186
R2 0.098 0.101

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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of receiving a BMP project across values of vote share. As expected, the probabilities confirm

that most of the increase in the likelihood of receiving a BMP project occurs as schools

move from opposition schools to swing schools. Specifically, at 25% support, the model

predicts just a 2.8% chance of receiving a project. As vote share increases from 25% to 50%

support, the likelihood of receiving BMP spending jumps to 4.9% (p = 0.008). Because the

relationship between vote share and spending reverses after 55%, we even see no difference

between core and opposition schools (∆ = 0.010 and p = 0.305 when vote share is set to

75% vs. 25%, for example).

Figure 2: Probability of Receiving BMP Spending by Vote Share

The results support the claim that school board members invest in some schools and

students more than others. In particular, students who attend schools in neighborhoods

where school board members can either gain support among pivotal, “on-the-fence” voters

or shore-up existing political support are prioritized and rewarded — with new laptops, new

classroom furniture, and new playground equipment.

In contrast, those students attending schools in overwhelmingly opposed or supportive

areas are excluded. This suggests that school board members ignore those areas where
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spending may have limited electoral impact. For example, they seem to recognize that

opposition strongholds are “gone” — no amount of government spending is going to turn

them into supporters. In a similar way, the most ardent supporters who nearly universally

support the board member are also excluded, perhaps because school board members see

diminishing returns to spending. That is, in already core neighborhoods, there is little to

gain in terms of additional votes. Based on the estimates, it appears that board members

see a margin of 10% as safe enough such that they no longer see investing in these areas as

electorally necessary or beneficial.

Figure 3: Examples of Findings: Nury Martinez (BD6) and Steve Zimmer (BD4)

(a) District 6, Middle Schools, 2011-2013 (b) District 4, Elementary Schools, 2013-2017

We can observe these patterns in specific districts. Figure 3 maps BMP spending by

two board members, Nury Martinez in District 6 and Steve Zimmer in District 4. Martinez

won her first term in 2009, while Zimmer won his second in 2013; both won with just over

51%.26 Panel A plots middle schools in Martinez’s district, while Panel B plots elementary

schools in Zimmer’s district. Schools are shaded from blue to red by their level of support

for the board member, and schools receiving at least one BMP project from the board

member are given a black border. The maps show that among middle schools in her district,

26Martinez was later elected to the City Council in 2013. She became City Council President in 2020
before resigning from her seat in October 2022 following leaked audio of racist comments made during a
private meeting.
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Martinez focused BMP spending on schools in the most competitive neighborhoods, while

the most opposed and supportive areas were excluded. Zimmer similarly excluded schools

in opposition neighborhoods of his district. Indeed, over his entire four-year term in office,

none of the five elementary schools in neighborhoods where Zimmer lost by more than 10

percentage points received BMP money.

The lack of effects among the control variables in Table 1 also highlights the primacy

of electoral considerations as a predictor of BMP spending. First, in Column (2), I find

that the coefficient on school age is positive and significant: older schools are more likely to

receive BMP dollars than newer schools. School board members appear to use BMP as the

modernization program intended. Yet, the size of the effect of school age is much smaller

than that of vote share. Specifically, a two standard deviation change in school age (73

years) increases the likelihood of receiving a project by 1.4 percentage points. In contrast,

a two standard deviation move in vote share from 10% to 51% increases the probability of

receiving a project by 3.7 percentage points. Politics surpasses schools needs in explaining

how BMP funds are allocated.

School board members may, though, use the BMP program for private gain. In particular,

they appear more more likely to award BMP spending to schools that they themselves are

zoned for, though it does not appear that these private interests predict the total amount of

BMP dollars allocated.27 Finally, demographic characteristics appear to have no influence

whatsoever: along race and economic status, school board members are no more likely to

support the most disadvantaged schools in their district than they are the most advantaged.

The results reported thus far reflect average patterns of distribution across a board mem-

ber’s entire term in office. Yet as discussed, the literature also expects that incumbents will

time their investments so as to maximize the potential the electoral impact of those invest-

ments. To assess this possibility, I re-estimate Table 1, but interact vote share with the

number of years till the board member’s next election. Table 2 presents the results, both

27Since neighboring schools do not benefit, this effect does appear to reflect self-interest, rather than an
electoral interest in building a geographic base of support around the board member’s own neighborhood.
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with (Columns 2 and 4) and without the additional control variables included in the model

(Columns 1 and 3).28 The coefficients on the interaction terms can be interpreted as the

effects of vote share in the given number of years away form the election, relative to the

effects of vote share in the election year. The effects of vote share in the election year are

given by the base terms for vote share.

The estimates suggest that board members do not appear to pursue electorally-motivated

spending strategies just prior to the election. In fact, in the election year and in the year

just prior, there is no relationship between election returns and BMP spending. Instead, the

general patterns of strategic distribution are concentrated three and four years prior to the

next election.

These findings shed light on how school board members see spending translating into

votes. For one, they clearly do not believe that education spending in and of itself garners

votes. If it did, targeted spending would likely occur right around when voters begin to focus

on the election and their choices. Rather, board members appear to expect voters to respond

to spending’s effects on outcomes relevant in school board elections — namely, home values

and student achievement. And because those effects take years to develop, school board

members deliver those investments years before their next election. In fact, the timing of

their investments match up exactly with the timing of spending effects in Cellini, Ferreira,

and Rothstein (2010) and Jackson, Wigger, and Xiong (2021). All told, the results further

highlight how school board members view the resources available to them: as an opportunity

to aide particular schools, students, and neighborhoods — and to do so in a way that most

enhances their prospects for re-election.

28To preserve space, Columns (2) and (4) do not show the coefficients for the control variables.
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Table 2: Effects of Vote Share on BMP Spending by Years to Next Election

DV: Received BMP Project DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Vote Share × 4 0.212∗∗ 0.214∗∗ 0.167∗∗∗ 0.169∗∗∗

(0.075) (0.074) (0.044) (0.045)

Vote Share2 × 4 -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.001∗∗ -0.001∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Vote Share × 3 0.236∗∗ 0.236∗∗ 0.106∗∗ 0.107∗∗

(0.077) (0.077) (0.039) (0.039)

Vote Share2 × 3 -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.001∗ -0.001∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Vote Share × 2 0.016 0.015 0.019 0.021
(0.051) (0.052) (0.042) (0.042)

Vote Share2 × 2 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Vote Share × 1 0.054 0.055 0.051 0.051
(0.054) (0.054) (0.034) (0.034)

Vote Share2 × 1 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0002
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Vote Share 0.003 0.024 -0.019 -0.014
(0.042) (0.042) (0.035) (0.035)

Vote Share2 -0.0001 -0.0003 0.00004 -0.00003
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003)

4 Years -9.942∗∗∗ -10.061∗∗∗ -7.445∗∗∗ -7.516∗∗∗

(2.259) (2.238) (1.381) (1.386)

3 Years -9.426∗∗∗ -9.482∗∗∗ -4.774∗∗∗ -4.810∗∗∗

(2.175) (2.182) (1.149) (1.153)

2 Years -0.335 -0.320 -0.812 -0.843
(1.397) (1.424) (1.249) (1.251)

1 Year -4.879∗∗ -4.937∗∗ -3.549∗∗ -3.554∗∗

(1.586) (1.581) (1.136) (1.138)

Controls 7 3 7 3
District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3
School Year FEs 3 3 3 3
Observations 4,798 4,794 4,781 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.209 0.219
R2 0.114 0.117

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Additional Analyses and Robustness Checks

Disaggregating BMP Spending

Table A4 disaggregates the results into the four BMP spending categories used in Figure

A2. I find that vote share most strongly predicts the allocation of technology spending,

which primarily includes purchasing laptops for students, SMART Boards for classrooms,

and upgrading internet speed and access. That I observe these results for spending that most

directly deals with student learning — rather than, for instance, spending that improves the

physical appearance of buildings — underscores my theoretical point: board members are

electorally incentivized to try to improve student outcomes — but only for some students.

Turnout

A small literature also identifies turnout as potential predictor of how government spending

is distributed. In a study of Congress, Martin (2003) shows that legislators target federal

spending to high turnout areas of their district. Others suggest that the effects of turnout

may depend on vote share. For example, incumbents may target high turnout swing voters

who are certain to vote but can be persuaded by spending (Dynes 2020), or low turnout core

voters who can be mobilized by spending (Cox 2010; Nichter 2008).

Table A5 replicates Table 1 but includes turnout (the share of votes cast as a share of

registered voters) as an additional regressor, while Table A6 does the same with the interac-

tion between turnout and vote share. I find no direct effects of turnout, and no evidence of

interaction effects consistent with previous work. However, schools in high turnout opposi-

tion neighborhoods do appear especially unlikely to receive BMP spending (Figure A3). But

overall, these results indicate that voter support, not engagement, is the primary electoral

incentive that school board members respond to in allocating resources across schools.
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“Leave-One-Out” Analysis

The main estimates aggregate the behavior of only 14 school board members across 19

district-election cycles. We may worry that a handful or perhaps even only one aggressively

strategic and electorally-minded board members drive the results. To assess this concern, I

repeat the pooled analysis in Column 2 of Table 1 19 times, leaving out one district-election

each time. The results are presented in Figure A4. Whereas the pooled analysis predicting

receipt of BMP spending suggests an effect of 0.077 for the linear vote share term, the

coefficients in this “leave-one-out” analysis range from 0.046 to 0.112. This analysis signals

that the estimated effects are robust to variations in the sample of board members included,

and that certain board members are not responsible for the observed results. Rather, they

suggest that every school board member behaves similarly.

Falsification Test

I also conducted a falsification test using spending data that should be unaffected by voting

patterns. The LAUSD is divided into six local districts, which administer the policies set by

the elected school board among schools in their specified geographic area. Each local district

is managed by a superintendent appointed by the districtwide superintendent. These local

districts were also given a portion of the bond money to use at their own discretion: the

Local District Priority (LDP) Projects program.

The LDP and BMP programs are strikingly comparable over the period under study.

They distributed the same amount of money ($18 million versus $17 million) and awarded

the same number of projects (415 versus 410). They also addressed the same kinds of school

needs as the BDP program, and like the BMP program, most schools never received a dime:

just 45% of schools received at least one LDP project over this time period.29

29Figure A5 shows how LDP funds were spent, and Figure A6 shows the distribution of LDP allocations
by district and school year.
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Figure 4: Probability of Receiving LDP Spending by Vote Share

Figure 4 replicates Figure 2, but predicts LDP spending rather than BMP spending.30

As expected, where politics shouldn’t matter, it doesn’t: there is no substantive or statistical

relationship between support for the incumbent school board member and LDP spending.

These null findings provide additional confidence that the findings regarding BMP spending

are a response to electoral incentives on the part of board members.

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper is the very first to examine how electoral incentives — as well as schools needs and

demographic characteristics — shape how school board members distribute resources across

schools in the district. Analysis of a large discretionary school modernization program in

the second largest school system in the country supports the argument that board members

are electorally incentivized to invest in schools and students — just not all schools and

students. In particular, I find that local school board members funnel school resources

30Full regression results are reported in Table A7.
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toward schools located in competitive and moderately supportive areas of their district at

the expense of those in solidly opposed and supportive neighborhoods. Whether students

have laptops, functional classroom furniture, access to high-speed internet, and attend a safe

and secure school — resources that facilitate high-quality schools and academic achievement

— is conditional on whether they live in an electorally-pivotal neighborhood.

The results point to two implications. First, equalization formulas may not ensure equal

education opportunity. Prior to the 1970s, local property taxes funded K-12 education, but

because wealthy school districts raise more revenue, wealthy districts spent more on educa-

tion. Beginning in the 1970s, state courts began overturning these funding models, arguing

that they contribute to gaps in education outcomes between rich and poor communities

within states. While the ensuing reforms differed across states, they all effectively equalized

spending across rich and poor districts (Jackson, Johnson, and Perisco 2016). At the same

time, local school boards have maintained discretion over how to distribute those resources

among schools in their district, meaning that inequalities may still persist across schools.

Of course, we cannot draw firm conclusions about school spending generally based only on

how BMP dollars are awarded. Indeed, readers may be concerned about the generalizability

of the findings. The paper focuses on just one school district, and the BMP program is

admittedly small relative to the bond fund or LAUSD budget.31 Analyses of overall school

spending are only just recently possible following implementation of a provision in the Every

Student Succeeds Act requiring districts to track and report school-level expenditures. So

far, preliminary analyses show vast intra-district inequalities (Roza and Anderson 2020).

In fact, the data suggest it is not uncommon for a school to receive thousands less per

pupil than a nearby school in the same district with similar student demographics. One

reason may be that certain schools often receive special programs and subsidies that others

do not (Roza, Hagan, and Anderson 2021). These analyses suggest that local school board

31Single-city studies are the norm in the local politics literature because of data limitations. For one, while
the precinct-level electoral results that undergird my analysis are readily available in a large urban context
like Los Angeles, the same cannot be said for the vast majority of local jurisdictions.
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members are indeed prioritizing some schools over others. My analyses suggest that electoral

considerations could be one factor driving those differences.

The second takeaway is that electoral reforms will be insufficient to address education

inequality. For instance, some scholars suggest moving school board elections on-cycle to

coincide with high-turnout presidential contests (Kogan 2022). Doing so should increase

the influence of parents in selecting school board members and thus move board members’

attention in policymaking toward student interests. But regardless of when elections are

held, some schools will remain poor targets for investment from an electoral perspective.

The fundamental problem for education equality may be elections themselves. Reforms that

weaken the ability for local leaders to distribute resources as they see (politically) fit are

therefore critical to equalizing education resources and in turn, opportunity.
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Figure A1: Example of Precinct-to-School Zone Vote Allocation Procedure

Figure A1 plots the attendance zones for two schools in Board District 4, Playa Vista
Elementary School and Playa Del Rey Elementary School. Two precincts are used to illus-
trate the merging process. One precinct, outlined in blue, falls entirely within Playa Del
Rey’s attendance zone. Thus, all votes cast in that precinct are allocated to Playa Del Rey.
Another (red border) is split across the two schools. Because about 70% of the precinct falls
within Playa Del Rey’s boundaries, 70% of each candidate’s raw vote count in the precinct
is allocated to Playa Del Rey with the remaining 30% allocated to Playa Vista.
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Table A1: Effects of Vote Share on BMP Spending: Margin of Victory

DV: Received BMP Project DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Margin of Victory 0.008+ 0.007+ 0.005∗ 0.005+

(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)

Margin of Victory2 -0.0002 -0.0002∗ -0.0001+ -0.0001∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

School Age 0.004∗ 0.001
(0.002) (0.001)

% White -0.001 -0.0002
(0.006) (0.005)

% Free/Reduced Lunch 0.001 0.001
(0.004) (0.004)

ln(Enrollment) 0.416∗∗ 0.198∗∗

(0.126) (0.067)

High School -0.772∗∗ -0.294∗

(0.249) (0.139)

Middle School -0.801∗∗∗ -0.380∗∗∗

(0.198) (0.103)

Zone Resident 0.650∗ 0.418
(0.290) (0.268)

Zone Neighbor 0.063 0.045
(0.194) (0.124)

District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3

School Year FEs 3 3 3 3

Observations 4,798 4,794 4,871 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.176 0.186
R2 0.098 0.101

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Table A2: Effects of Vote Share on BMP Spending: Exclude Joint-Funded and
Projects with Estimated Budgets

DV: Received BMP Project DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Vote Share 0.058∗∗ 0.081∗∗ 0.032∗ 0.038∗

(0.028) (0.029) (0.015) (0.016)

Vote Share2 -0.001+ -0.001∗ -0.0003+ -0.0003∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0002)

School Age 0.006∗∗ 0.002∗

(0.002) (0.001)

% White -0.0002 -0.0003
(0.006) (0.004)

% Free/Reduced Lunch 0.001 0.002
(0.005) (0.003)

ln(Enrollment) 0.459∗∗ 0.175∗∗

(0.136) (0.064)

High School -0.914∗∗ -0.204
(0.268) (0.125)

Middle School -0.841∗∗∗ -0.225∗

(0.213) (0.097)

Zone Resident 0.474 0.237
(0.320) (0.247)

Zone Neighbor 0.062 -0.003
(0.206) (0.114)

District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3

School Year FEs 3 3 3 3

Observations 4,798 4,794 4,781 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.178 0.190
R2 0.062 0.065

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Figure A2: Share of BMP Projects and Funds by Category
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Table A3: Effects of Electoral Support on BMP Spending: OLS

DV: Received BMP Project

(1) (2)

Vote Share 0.004∗ 0.005∗∗

(0.002) (0.002)

Vote Share2 -0.00003∗ -0.00004∗

(0.00002) (0.00002)

School Age 0.0001
(0.0001)

% White 0.00001
(0.0005)

% Free/Reduced Lunch 0.00002
(0.0004)

ln(Enrollment) 0.018∗∗

(0.007)

High School -0.034∗∗

(0.013)

Middle School -0.042∗∗∗

(0.009)

Zone Resident 0.044+

(0.026)

Zone Neighbor 0.007
(0.012)

District-Election FEs 3 3

School Year FEs 3 3

Observations 4,871 4,867
R2 0.108 0.112
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Table A4: Effects of Vote Share on BMP Spending by Category

DV: Received BMP Project DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)

Tech. Security Exterior Interior Tech. Security Exterior Interior

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Vote Share 0.189∗∗ 0.060 -0.049 0.063 0.042∗∗∗ 0.003 -0.004 0.005
(0.059) (0.052) (0.058) (0.057) (0.011) (0.009) (0.009) (0.008)

Vote Share2 -0.002∗∗ -0.001 0.001 -0.001 -0.0004∗∗∗ -0.00005 0.0001 -0.00004
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

School Age 0.002 0.001 0.008+ 0.001 0.0002 0.0004 0.001 0.0001
(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.001) (0.0004)

% White 0.007 0.001 -0.005 -0.001 0.001 0.001 -0.0004 -0.001
(0.010) (0.009) (0.011) (0.011) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

% Free/Reduced Lunch 0.010 -0.004 -0.004 -0.001 0.002 0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0004
(0.008) (0.008) (0.011) (0.008) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

ln(Enrollment) 0.302 0.501∗ 0.218 0.705∗ 0.047 0.056+ 0.025 0.089∗∗

(0.206) (0.241) (0.276) (0.312) (0.043) (0.030) (0.038) (0.034)

High School -0.880∗ -1.509∗ -0.287 -0.281 -0.147∗ -0.172∗ -0.026 0.014
(0.392) (0.600) (0.445) (0.531) (0.072) (0.075) (0.075) (0.069)

Middle School -0.787∗ -1.547∗∗ -1.134∗ -0.126 -0.145∗ -0.172∗∗ -0.136∗∗ 0.025
(0.331) (0.473) (0.499) (0.400) (0.065) (0.054) (0.047) (0.056)

Zone Resident -0.159 1.157+ 0.077 1.055∗ -0.086 0.175 -0.001 0.251+

(0.541) (0.689) (0.636) (0.429) (0.136) (0.137) (0.107) (0.143)

Zone Neighbor -0.096 0.806∗ 0.018 0.091 -0.003 0.132∗ -0.0003 -0.011
(0.285) (0.376) (0.404) (0.370) (0.072) (0.066) (0.062) (0.054)

District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
School Year FEs 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Observations 3,640 3,454 4,092 3,693 4,867 4,867 4,867 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.185 0.301 0.133 0.148
R2 0.070 0.103 0.026 0.033

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Table A5: Effects of Turnout on BMP Spending

DV: Received BMP Project DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Turnout -0.007 -0.013 -0.007 -0.011
(0.014) (0.016) (0.009) (0.009)

Vote Share 0.059∗ 0.079∗∗ 0.043∗ 0.049∗∗

(0.027) (0.028) (0.018) (0.018)

Vote Share2 -0.0005+ -0.001∗∗ -0.0004∗ -0.0004∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)

School Age 0.005∗ 0.002
(0.002) (0.001)

% White -0.0004 0.0001
(0.006) (0.001)

% Free/Reduced Lunch -0.001 -0.0004
(0.005) (0.004)

ln(Enrollment) 0.384∗∗ 0.173∗

(0.128) (0.068)

High School -0.756∗∗ -0.280∗

(0.255) (0.138)

Middle School -0.783∗∗∗ -0.365∗∗∗

(0.201) (0.103)

Zone Resident 0.694∗ 0.436
(0.292) (0.269)

Zone Neighbor 0.080 0.050
(0.194) (0.123)

District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3

School Year FEs 3 3 3 3

Observations 4,798 4,794 4,871 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.175 0.186
R2 0.098 0.101

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Table A6: Interactive Effects of Vote Share and Turnout on BMP Spending

DV: Received BMP Project DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Vote Share 0.010 0.035 -0.009 -0.005
(0.047) (0.049) (0.031) (0.030)

Vote Share2 -0.0003 -0.001 -0.0001 -0.0001
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0003)

Turnout -0.158+ -0.158+ -0.169∗∗ -0.182∗∗

(0.086) (0.091) (0.063) (0.064)

Vote Share × Turnout 0.004 0.004 0.004∗ 0.005∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

Vote Share2 × Turnout -0.00002 -0.00002 -0.00003+ -0.00003+

(0.00003) (0.00003) (0.00002) (0.00002)

School Age 0.005∗ 0.002∗

(0.002) (0.001)

% White 0.001 0.001
(0.006) (0.005)

% Free/Reduced Lunch -0.0002 -0.001
(0.004) (0.004)

ln(Enrollment) 0.402∗∗ 0.169∗

(0.129) (0.068)

High School -0.737∗∗ -0.249+

(0.257) (0.139)

Middle School -0.769∗∗∗ -0.346∗∗

(0.199) (0.102)

Zone Resident 0.618∗ 0.382
(0.302) (0.272)

Zone Neighbor 0.065 0.056
(0.195) (0.123)

District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3
School Year FEs 3 3 3 3
Observations 4,798 4,794 4,871 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.177 0.188
R2 0.099 0.103

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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Figure A3: Probability of Receiving BMP Spending by Vote Share and Turnout
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Figure A4: Effects of Vote Share on BMP Spending: “Leave-One-Out”

(a) DV: Received BMP Project (b) DV: ln(BMP Amount + 1)
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Figure A5: Share of LDP Projects and Funds by Category
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Figure A6: Share of Schools Receiving LDP Projects by District and School Year

(a) District 1 (b) District 2 (c) District 3

(d) District 4 (e) District 5 (f) District 6

(g) District 7
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Table A7: Effects of Vote Share on LDP Spending

DV: Received LDP Project DV: ln(LDP Amount + 1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Vote Share -0.021 -0.008 -0.015 -0.008
(0.026) (0.027) (0.020) (0.021)

Vote Share2 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)

School Age 0.003∗ 0.002∗

(0.002) (0.001)

% White -0.007 -0.005
(0.006) (0.005)

% Free/Reduced Lunch -0.007 -0.005
(0.005) (0.004)

ln(Enrollment) 0.296∗ 0.201∗

(0.122) (0.083)

High School -0.520∗ -0.301∗

(0.219) (0.147)

Middle School -0.729∗∗ -0.461∗∗∗

(0.209) (0.121)

Zone Resident 0.279 0.183
(0.349) (0.264)

Zone Neighbor -0.417∗ -0.236∗

(0.189) (0.107)

District-Election FEs 3 3 3 3

School Year FEs 3 3 3 3

Observations 4,871 4,867 4,871 4,867
Pseudo R2 0.061 0.074
R2 0.031 0.037

Notes: Standard errors clustered by grade-school-election. +p<0.10; ∗p<0.05; ∗∗p<0.01; ∗∗∗p<0.001
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